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Introduction
Induction welding is an attractive technology for the fusion
bonding of carbon fibre reinforced thermoplastic composites. In
this process, eddy currents are induced in the conductive carbon
fibre network by an alternating electromagnetic field, which heats
up the parts (Fig. 1). In unidirectional ply-based composites,
the formation of eddy currents relies on the ply interfaces where
changes in the fibre orientation facilitate closed-loop conductive
paths. A deeper understanding of how this fibrous architecture
governs heat generation is required to improve control and/or
predictability for large scale application of the welding process.
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Induction heating thermography
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DC Joule heating experiments

(a) After 0.33 seconds (b) After 0.40 seconds

(c) After 0.43 seconds (d) After 0.87 seconds

Thin 300 300 mm2 laminates of AS4/PEEK from Toray were
induction heated with a stationary hairpin coil ( ) while
monitoring the rapid temperature increase with a thermal camera.
The thermograms (Fig. 2 ) highlight that:
1. Eddy currents are dominantly induced along the different fibre

directions present in the lay-up.
2. The eddy current distribution is distorted for [45/-45]s and

[45/0]s laminates. These lay-ups are the most reliant on
interfacial junctions to form a closed-loop conductive path.

Fig. 1: Illustration of induction welding of UD-based TPCs 

Fig. 2: Induction heating thermograms of 4-ply laminates 
at the onset of reaching 50 °C

300 50 mm2 tapes were consolidated at their crossover while
forcing a strong direct current (DC) of 10 A through the cross-ply
interface. Resulting thermograms confirm the hypothesis that the
ply interface plays an important role in the (re)distribution of
electric current within a unidirectional reinforcement (Fig 3. ).

Fig. 3: DC Joule heating experiments on cross-shaped specimens
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